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THE HERRECATER SWAMP SITE, NANTUCKET ISLAND. MASSACHUSETTS
Ripley P. Bullen and Edward Brooks
The HerrecaterSwamp site is located in
the northeastern portion or Nantucket Island
in an area known as Squam (Fig. 14). This
site includes two areas or occupation. That
they may be identiried separately. one will
be rererred to as the Indian site. the other
as the Colonial site.
topsoil. This shell. while present rrom the
surrace down to the bottom or the loam.
tended to increase in quantity towards the
bottom or this zone. Rarely could this con-
centration be derined as a layer or shell.
Small pockets or broken shell mixed with




Fig. 14. Nantucket Island showing location or Herrecater Swamp Site.
The Indian Site soil.
This site is on gently sloping ground
with a southern exposure. It overlooks what
probably was once a pond. but now contains a
heavy growth or swamp oak. azalea. blueberry
bushes. and tupelo.
In 1938. an area measuring 3 x 7 meters
was excavated. Several post holes. ~ rew.
stone points. and a single-barbed bone point
(Fig. 18. G) were round. In the raIl or
193e. a series or test holes were made in the
western end or the bed or the old pond. An
area paved with stones was uncovered. As-
sociated with these rocks were several pieces
or worked stone and large rragments or a
green glass bottle. These rragments were
heavily patinated. A rlow or water which was
encountered here suggests that a spring is
nearby.
In L939. 1940. and 1941. excavations
were continued under the auspices or the
Massachusetts Archaeological society. A plan
(Fig. 15) shows the area worked during those
years.
The soil at the site consisted of black-
ish-brown sandy loam. 15-25 cm. thick. which
rested upon yellow sandy subsoil. Tests
which were made in two ~laces revealed
whitish sand and pebbles underlying the yel-
low sUbsoil. as indicated on the west prorile
(Fig. 16) •. Over most or the excavated area.
crushed shell was round mixed with the dark
In certain areas. the dark dirt mixed
with shell was separated rrom the yellow
subsoil by another zone. In one case. this
intermediate ~one consisted or a layer or
white sand, 5 cm. thick. In another area
this was a brown zone. apparently composed
or a mixture or loam and yellow subsoil. In
two squares to the east or the main excavated
area. where no shell was present, the dark
topsoil, 15 cm. thick, was separated rrom
the subsoil by a black greasy layer, 5 cm.
thick. Chips and stone artiracts were rair-
ly abundant in this greasy zone. While this
greasy deposit· may have represented a house
rloor, post holes were not round along the
one excavated edge.
Horizontal distribution or 14 pits and
26 post holes is given in the excavation
plan (Fig. 15). pits varied rrom a maximum
or 120 x 120 em. in plan with a vertical
depth or 55 cm., to 12 x 26 cm. in area and
8 cm. in vertical extent. Usually the top
or each pit approximated a circle in shape.
No runction can be assigned to these rea-
tures although their use as storage recep-
tacles may be suggested. They usually con-
tained midden refuse, black or brown dirt,
charcoal. shell, animal bones, chips, and
occasionally pottery sherds. bone awls, and
projectile points.
A prorile or Pit B, located between
stakes AB9/1OW and AB9/11W has been plotted
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Shell-tempered pottery is medium thick,
measuring 5-8 rnm., and brown to gray-brown
in color. Shells or the scallop seem to
have been prererred ror tempering. Rim
sherds rrom two vessels are illustrated.
The rirst has a simple rounded rim which has
been pinched or rolled outward slightl~ so
that it suggests an everted lip (Fig. 18, A).
'No evidence or a constricted neck is to be
round in these sherds. This vessel is de-
corated by wide, shallow lines incised over
a cord-rnalleated surrace. The design con-
sists or concentric lineal-"V"s above two
lines parallel to the rim. The second vessaL
has a simple, rounded, everted rim and a
definite construction or neck (Fig. 18, B).
Neck and shoulders are decorated with a
Post holes varied rrom 4 to 9 em. in
diameter and rrom 10 to 30 em. in length.
Mest were represented merely by brown dirt
extending downward rrom the junction or the
loam and yellow subsoil. In a rew cases,
post holes were rilled with black dirt mixed
with rragments or shell.
Pottery rrom this site may be divided
into three groups by tempering material;
shell-tempered, coarse mineral-tempered, and
that tempered with shell and small rounded
pebbles. In the latter case, these pebbles
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(Fig. 17). There was some stratirication or may be a natural inclusion in the clay.
the rill or this pit. It appears to have They may indicate a dirrerent source or clay
been reused arter part or the original wall than that used ror other vessels, a lack or
collapsed. Some orange-colored sand at the care in preparation or clay, or the inten-
edges or the lower black zone appears to be tional addition or sand.
the result or heat. Contents or this pit in-
cluded shells or quahog, oyster, and clam,
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Fig. 16. Indian site: Profiles through deposits.






MIXED TOPSOIL AND SUBSOIL
YELLOW SUBSOIL
WHITE SAND.
Fig. 17. Indian site: Profile through Pit B.
Illustrated is a "peg-shaped" specimen
of bone (Fig. 18, C). Both articular ends
have been ground down, nearly to the surface
of the shaft. Dr. Bruno Oetteking, of the
Museum of' the American Indian, Heye Founda-
tion, New York City, has identified this
bone as "f'rom all app.earance a phalanx of
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Worked bone is represented by a basal
AB9/IIW f'ragment of' a deer antler f'rom which the rest
of' the antler has been removed by cutting
SANDY LOAM AND SHE L L and breaking, a piece of' "whittled" bone or
antler, and several bone tools. The latter
include a stubby awl, three narrow awls, a
single-barbed bone point, and a spatulate
tool (Fig. 18, D-G). The upper end of' the
latter has been ground to approach a spatula
in form.







design of interlocking triangles ,made by in-
cising with a four-pronged tool on a smooth-
ed over, cord-ma1leated surf'ace. A third
vessel, which is not shown, is decorated
with rows of small shallow imprints made with
a bif'id tool applied to a surface which bears
faint parallel lines. Some undecorated body
sherds are thought to belong to this vessel.
Only a few sherds tempered with both
shell and rounded pebbles are available.
They are 1 em. thick and dark brown in color.
One vessel has a cord-malleated outer surface.
Another is decorated with rows of imprints
made with a cord-wound stick.
Coarse mineral-tempered pottery is red-
dish in color. Temper is crushed quartz or
crushed granite. Grains of temper are large
and abundant; a maximum dimension of' 7-8 mm.
is not rare. Thickness of the walls tapers
from 10 mm. to 5 mm. at the rim, which is
slightly flattened. Most of the sherds of
this type appear to belong to one vessel
which had no neck and no suggestion of evert-
ed rim. Both the inner and outer surfaces
have been cord-ma11eated. This pottery is
the same as that designated in New York State
as Vinette Type 1 (Ritchie; A Stratified Pre-
historic Site at Brewerton, New york, 1946).
Other coarse mineral-tempered vessels
are represented by a f'ew sherds. In these
sherds the temper is not as large in size of'
grain as that mentioned' above. One such
vessel, having a simple, rounded, slightly
everted rim, is decorated with imprints of' a
rocker tool. A faint row of dashed lines
are on two other sherds.
Some of the stone specimens from this
site are illustrated in Figure 18. Frequency
of the several forms and indication of' the
material from which they are made will be
found below. It may be significant to note
that long pentagonal and elliptical points
were concentrated at a greater depth than
triangular points. Otherwise the data avail-
able does not give any suggestion that dif'-
ferences in the form of chipped implements
may be observed at different depths.
One fragment of worked shell was found.
It is about 3 em. long and eXhibits half of
a hole, about 12 mm. in diameter.
Charcoal from pits has been identified
by Dr. E1so S. Barghoorn, Jr., of the Biolo-
gical Laboratories, Harvard University,
cambridge, Mass., as oak and walnut.
Shells were chief'ly those of quahog
(Venus mercenaria), oyster (Ostrea vir~inic~,
and scallop (Pecten irradians), wIth w Ich
were mixed some shells of the common clam
(Mya arenaria), the sea clam (Spisula soli-
dissIma), and the boat shell (Cre1idUIa
fornlcata). A f'ew mussel shells ModIOlus
demlssas plicatulus) and those of the land
snail (An~ISprra alternata) were also f'oun~
Other 1'00 remains InclUde bones of' deer,
dog, raccoon, meadow mouse, gull (probably
LaUghing Gull), humpbacked Whale, and those
of' unidentif'ied birds and f'ish. These iden-
tifications were made by the late Dr. Glover
M. Allen of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, Harvard University, cambridge, Mass.
A few Colonial objects, fragments of
glass and of iron, were found in the loam of
the Indian site down to a depth of 18 em.
The Colonial Site
DUe south of' the ~dian site, and on
the opposite side of the pond, indications
of a deposit of' shell appeared on the surf'~
Here there was a small area of level land in
otherwise gently sloping terrain. Twenty-
eight square meters were excavated and
several test pits were dug in the immediate
vicinity. A plan of' the excavation in this
area, called the Colonial site, is given in
Figure 19. Shells were concentrated between
stakes 43AB/9W and 44AB/9W.
Profiles showed a'b1ackish-brown, sandy
loam, 20-25 cm. thick, Which rested' on
ye1J.ow sandy subsoil. In this loam, from
grass roots down to the top of the SUbsoil,
were f'ound many objects of' European and
colonial manufacture mixed with fragments of'
shells. Many more of' these artif'acts were
found in two large refuse pits to be des-
cribed shortly.












Fig. 18. Miscellaneous arti£acts £rom Herrecater Swamp Site.
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Fi~· Size Fe1- Quart-Projectile Points (cm. ) site zite Quartz: Total
Triangular (many crudely made) H-J 2-4 87 6 93Side-notched K 2.5- 5 5
Pentagonal O-R 3-4.5 9 4Long pentagonal S-T 5-7.5 22 1 1
Elliptical (straight to curved
bases) V 3.5-6.5 17 5 22
Pointed base (tapering stem,
rhombic) 3.5-6.5 20 4 24
Corner-removed M-N 5 1 ! 1 --2
Total projectile points 161 2 17 180
Other Stone Tools
Crude lmives 3-6 8 8
Asymmetric trianguloid lmlves 5.;.8 3 3




Specialized scraper 1 1
Expanded-base drills 1 1 of gray slate 2
Turtlebacks W 4-9 4 1
~Pitted hammerstones y 7-12
Celt X 16 1
Scored graphite 1
Fragment; drilled pendant 1
Fragment drilled slate 3Pestle, ~5 cm. long, 6 x 6 cm. square in cross section, two edges and
both ends pecked 1
Total other stone arti£acts 35
A £ew Indian objects were also found.
~r.ni1e these were associated with the Colonial
and European material, they appeared to have
a dif£erent concentration. An equilateral
triangular point of felsite, 3 em. long, was
£ound in the grass roots of Square 43AB79W
at a depth of about 4 cm. Two projectile
points, a small point with a tapering stem
(rhombic) and a long point with side notches
(Fig. 18, L), were £ound 14-15 cm. below the
surface. A broken point of £e1site, a piece
of worked quartz, and a quartz point (si~
to Fig. 18, T) were found at a depth of 25 .
cm., lying on the subsoil. The concentration
of these Indian specimens was in the lower
part of the loam. Three other Indian arti-
facts, found in pits, are mentioned below.
Three pits were excavated. Of these,
Pit B (Fig. 19) was small, measuring 18 cm.
in diameter and 16 cm. vertically. It con-
tained black dirt and fragments of shell.
It may have been dug by Indians as it con-
tained no Colonial artifacts. The other two
pits, which contained Colonial objects, were
much larger.
Pit A, which was 78 cm. across and mea-
sured 62 cm. vertically, was stratified into
three zones. The lowest, about 20 cm. thick,
consisted of ash and charcoal in which were
some animal bones. The middle z;one, also
20 cm. thick, was composed of clam shells
mixed with ash. Apparently these shells had
been dumped into the pit and a fire built
upon them. The top layer, of like thiclmess,
was comprised of ash and black dirt mixed
with shells of quahog, oyster and mussei,
and with a profusion of ColonIal objects.
These included thirty-eight fragments of clay
pipes, eleven nails, a button, part or, a
buckle, and two sherds of a stoneware mug
with a blue and white checkerboard design on
its side. Just below the top of this pit,
and above the Colonial objects, was a broken
quartz point and a beach pebble measuring
14 x 6 x 3 em., with a groove pecked around
its mid-section.
Pit C, the largest found, was 240 em.
across and extended 80 cm. below the base of
the loam. A cap of shells, inclUding those
of the quahog, oyster, mussel, scallop, and
clam, covered part of this pit shaped like a
basin. About the walls, the subsoil appear-
ed disturbed and contained fragments of
shells.
The lowest stratum of this pit, which
was 20 cm. thick, contained a profusion of
loosely packed quahog shells, and bones of
£ish, animals, and birds. The animal bones
were chiefly those of domestic animals --
sheep, cow, pig, and house cat -- and a few
deer bones. Bird bones were identified as
those o£ elder duck (Somateria mo11isslma
dresseri), a small duck (probably Teal), co~
mon cormorant (Pha1acrocorax carbo), a small
gull (probably tauglilrig GUll), brant, Canada
goose, loon, and domestic hen. Fish bones
include those o£ the sturgeon, sculpin, and
unidenti£ied fresh water fish. These bones
were all identified by the late Dr. Glover M.
A11en)to whom we are indebted.
Many specimens of Colonial and EurOpean
manU£acture were £ound in the loam and in the
upper part or the pit itself. Such specimens
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Fig. 20. Colonial site: Fragments of clay
pipes.
specimens, the angle between the bowl and
stem is 11ke that shown in the illustration.
Pipes of the 17th century usually have a
greater angle. The flat base or barrel-
shaped bowl, typical of 17th centUry pipes
does not appear in the collection. None
have a spur under the bOWl, as is typical of
later pipes. (All pipes found by Bullen at
Black Lucy's Garden, a site dating between
1815 and 1845, had pronounced spurs. See
Vol. VI, No.2, this series.) Only two de-
corated pi~e stems were-round (Fig. 20,
upper left). One pipe has a raised "'PAII,
cast on a round boss'on the right hand side
of the bowl (Fig. 20, upper right). Two
others have similar but indistinguishable
maker's marks. One bOW'~ bears an impressed
or incised "WN"'.
Crockery is represented by 20 sherds
which may be divided into two groups, earth-
enware and stoneware. Earthenware consists
of a few sherds of the ubiquitous brown-
glazed redware. Parts or three stoneware
vessels are in the collection. These are
all salt-glazed grayware. One is a thick
vessel, brown and creamy gray in color.
Another is a thin bOWl, with sides 2-3 mm.
thick, with both a blue and a raised rloral
design as decoration. Dark blue areas are
enclosed by incised lines. The third is a
mug with a blue and gray checkerboard de-
sign on the side and a brown line at top and
bottom. Sides of squares or the checker-
board are outlined by incision. According
to Walter A. Dyer (The Lure of the Antique,
XX century co., New york, 1910, p. 300)
pottery like the last two pieces was not
made in England until about 1740. While the
thick, brown, and creamy-gray vessel may
date from the seventeenth century, we seem
safe in assuming that :the blue and gray ware,
with raised decoration and incision around
the dark blue areas, dates t'rom the eighteen-
th century.
Objects of glass include a bead, found
on the snrface, and what may be the base of
















Apparently the most common objects in
the Colonial site were white clay pipes! or
which 21.3 t"t'agments were found. TypiCal ex-
amples are illustrated in Figure 20. Most
of these pipes are similar to the undecorated
ones shown in the lower part of the illustra-
tion. According to DunhiLI (The Pipe Book,
Macmillan Co., New York, 1924) they are re-
presentative of the 18th century. On all
THE HERRECATER SWAMP SITE, NANTUCKET ISLAND, MASSACHUSETTS
include rirty rragments or white clay pipes,
thirty-seven nails, six other pieces or iron,
lead, crockery, glass, and a piece or chipped
stone. In this pit, 45-54 cm. below the sur-
race or the ground, were a bone handle, a
spoon made of latten --e. brass-like alloy-
and a French coin dated 1719 (Fig. 21). In
the disturbed subsoil at the bottom or the
pit, at a depth of 76 cm., was a sherd of a
steatite vessal. This sherd was not in close
association with colonial or European objects.
Some meters to the north of the area
that included these pits, and near what may
have been the edge of the pond, was a line of
rocks that suggested a fallen fence or re-
taining wall. By means of a probe, a deposit
of rocks was found and determined to be about
16 meters long with a vertical dimension of
about a meter. Test work in this area pro-
duced fragments or-glass, a broken gun flint,
a large iron spike, and an iron hinge. At
the eastern en~, between rocks, was round a
portion of a wh1te cedar post; 6 x 9 cm. in
cross section and 20 cm. long. Of Indian
origin was an asymmetric stone knife.
Fig. 19. Colonial site: Excavation plan.
Conclusions
Iron objects include 54 hand wrought
nails, two spikes, two knife blades, and
some miscellaneous drilled fragments.
Brass is represented by a perforated
strip, part or a shoe buckle, and an unde-
corated clothing ornament.
Three pieces or lead quarrels (used in
colonial times for setting window glass) com-
plete the inventory of metal remains.
Due to war-time restrictions and the
rationing or gaSOline, work on this site was
terminated in 1941. It is our opinion that
rurther work should be done berore derinite
conclusions can be reached. The rollowing
comments are'pertinent to the work already
accomplished.
A consideration or both projectile
points and pottery from Herrecater Swamp sug-
gests that occupation or that site may have
begun earlier than the occupation at Squam
Pond. It has been stated that the data
available rrom the Herrecater Swamp site
give only a slight suggestion that changes
occurred in the shapes or projectile points
as time passed. Perhaps this may be explai~
Pottery from these two sites is in the
same tradition but dirrerently decorated.
no thick, coarse mineral-tempered pottery,
cord-malleated on both inner and outer sur-
faces (Vinette Type 1) was found at Squam
Pond.
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The French coin round in Pit C is' made base 01' the handle, are the letters II IBII
of a copper alloy (Fig. 21). Its date, 1719, with a symbol of a spoon between them. Pre-
is quite 1 egible. sumedly, this is the Iltouch mark ll of the
maker. The bowl 01' the spoon which appears
in the touch mark is elliptical while that
01' the spoon itself is round. On the back
of the bowl 01' the spoon has been crudely
scratched a ItBarred Ilt and a IIp lI • This spocn
was found in Pit'C above the coin bearing
the date 01' 1719. several authorities on
spoons 01' this type have been consUlted as to
the date 01' manufacture of this particular
specimen. It is generally conceded to be of
British origin; but there has been such a
dil'l'erence 01' opinion on dating that we are
not including these opinions in this report.
Seventeen metal buttons, made or silver,
pewter, and lead, are present-in the collec-
tion ~Fi~. 21). One, or lead, has the let-
ters ISB cast on the under side. Another,
l'rom which the iron loop has disappeared,
has been drilled as ir ror use as a pendant.
One button, probably part or a linked pair,
is very thin, hexagonal in shape, and rashion-
ed of a silver-like material (Fig. 21, top
button). It is decorated with a IlBarred II~
incised on its top. A IlBarred III was l're-
quently used ror "'JII: in the early 18th cen-
tury. This button was shown to Mr. Stephen
Ensko or New York City who is an authority
on old American and English silver. He ad-
vised that it was made of "Britannia ll silver
and its date 01' manufacture undoubtedly some-
time between 1675 and 1720.
Comparison or specimens from the Indian
site at Herrecater swamp with those from
Squam pond, about a mile to the northeast,
indicates certain similarities and differen~
(for specimens rrom Squam Pond the reader is
rererred to Vol. VIII, No.4, this series).
At both Herrecater Swamp and Squam Pond, tri-
angular points represent slightly more than
halr or the projectile points. Large trian-
gular points considerably outnumber small
triangular points. At Squam Pond, the
balance or points emphasizes corner- and
side-notched rorms while at Herrecater Swamp
this emphasis is upon pentagonal, rhombic,
and elliptical shapes. At both sites, large
and heavy cutting tools were used, more at
Squam-Pond on the shore than at Herrecater
Swamp, Which is inland.
The spoon-is made of brass and originally
had a tin wash,1.- traces or which are still
present (Fig. ~). It is six and three-
quarters inches in length and has a rounded
bowl; two inches in diameter. The handle is
flat, 2 mm. thick, with rounded sides. The
ornament, cast at the end or the handle, re-
presents a berry. At the base 01' this berry
is a lear. Stamped in the bOWl, near the
Fig. 21. Colonial site: tatten spoon,
French coin, and buttons.
Andover,'Massachusetts
New York; New York
April 12, 1948
Dates or manuracture have been given
whenever possible under the description or
Colonial artiracts. Allor this material,
with the possible exception or the spoon, is
typical or the early and middle 18th century.
No object, limited in its use to the 17th
century, was round. This suggests an hiatus
between Indian and Colonial occupation or the
site.
Ver¥ likely a house was located nearby
in the :IlBth century. There are strong indica-
tions ror such a belier in the discovery or
the stone wall and the large reruse pits con-
taining 18th century debris. The French coin
dates such occupation as post 1719. The dig-
ging or large pits ror disposal or reruse and
the use or the land ror agricultural purposes
by Colonists living at the site, would pro-
duce the mixture or Colonial and Indian arti-
racts round by excavation.
INDIAN PLACE NAMES IN NEW ENGLAND
ed by the ract that the site has been plowe~ Indians are either absent or rare.
It will be remembered that a rew Colonial jects would be metal arrow points;
objects were round at the Indian site down musket balls, wampum, trade beads,
to a depth or 18 cm. This would be about etc.
the right depth ror the base or disturbance
caused· by plowing. Ir the site had been
plowed, that would al so explain the ract
that rragments or shell were distributed
rrom the surrace downward and did not occur
in a derin1te layer.
It is evident that a small Indian village
was located at Herrecater Swamp. The ~re­
sence or what appear to be both "early and
"later" types or artiracts suggests intermit-
tent occupation over a long time. Such a
condition might also be explained by the per-
sistence or so-called "early" rorms until
"later"· times when "'late" rorms were intro-
duced. This is known as "culture lag" and
is a phenomenon observed among conservative
people or in marginal areas such as Nantucket.
It is also possible that the apparent mixture
may be explained by plowing.
In spite or the ract that Indian arti-
racts'were round in pits with colonial ob-
jects, there seems to De some question or
contemporaneity- or use. Nantucket was settlai
by Whites in Ib60. The scarcity or colonial
object~ in the Indian site and or Indian ob-
jects in the colonial site does not suggest
continuous occupation £rom aboriginal into
Colonial times. Objects wnIch might be ex-





INDIAN PLA CE NAMES IN NEW ENGLAND
Myron O. Sleeper
There appears below a list or Indian place names gathered rrom various sources which
are listed in the bibliography which rollows. A letter has been assigned to each source,
and that letter appears at the lert or each name. In case the same £orm appears in more than
one source, all are identiried by letters which will re£er the reader to the proper authorit~
A wealth or material o£ this nature is to be round in the records o£ the various towns o£ the
Old Colony.
a-Accukset - westport, Mass.
a-Accushene - Dartmouth, Mass.
a-Ackees - River in Dartmouth, west side o£
Point Peril
j-Acushnet, Achusnutt - New Bed£ord
a-Agamenticus - York, Maine. Agamentlcus
River
a-Agawam (&: Weweantlc) - Wareham, Mass.
a-Agawam - Ipswich, Mass.
j-Agawam - place where £ish o£ passage resort
i-Agawam - Springrield
a-Aggawame - on Nantucket
a-Amascogg - up Androscoggin River, between
Brunswick and Lewiston, on south~
west side o£ river
a-Amerascogen - Androscoggin River in Maine
h-Angawam - Ipswich
a-Aponeganset - near Dartmouth, Mass.
c-Apooneganset River - Dartmouth Mass.
a-Aquedneck - Rhode Island (the Island itsel£)
Var.-Aquedoneck, Aquiday, Aquidneck
i-Aquetnet - island in Narragansett Bay
j-Aquetnet - in sandwich
a-Aquset - same as Accushena
j-Arrousic - island in mouth o£ Kennebec
River
a-Ashlmult - near Marshpee
j-As-na-con-com-ick - ponds in HUbbardston
j-Asnebumskit - hill in Paxton
j-Assabeth - North River, tribe to Sudbury,
in Concord
j-Assabet - stream at southeast corner o£
Berlin
a-Assawampsett - in Middle boro, a neck o£
land between the ponds
g-Assinnippi - Norwell - Rocky Water
a-Cansumpsett - land comprising Swansey and
Rehoboth, Mass., and Barring-
ton, Warren, and perhaps
Bristol, R. I.
a-capewack - Martha's Vineyard
Var.-Capawack, also Nope
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c-Manahata - land on east side or mouth or
Hudson River
j-Manamooskeagin - Abington, place or many
beaver
j-Manlquot - river through Braintree
(Monatiquot?)
a-Mannamoyck - Chatham, Mass.
a-Manomet - in Sandwich, twenty miles south
or Plymouth, on Manomet River,
on the south side or the cape
c-Manomet - "is the name or a creek or river
which runs through the town 01'
Sandwich, into the upper part or
Buzzard's Bay, rormerly called
Manomet Bay. Between this and
Scusset Creek is the place Which,
ror more than a century (1797)
has been thought or as proper to
be cut through" as Cape Cod
Canal.
j-Manomonack - pond in Winchendon
a-Manonscusset - near Manomet. (From which
Scusset Creek may have been
derived.)
j-Masacksick - Longmeadow, Springrield
j-Mashapoag - Sharon
a-Maskettuash - brook east or Rehoboth, Mass.
j-Massapoag - pond in northeast Grarton
j-Massathulets - Massachusetts, Blue Hills
c-Matachiest - between Barnstable and
Yarmouth, Mass.
j-Matakeeset - Edgartown Bay
a-Matakeset - Pembroke, Mass.
d-Mattakeesett - Duxbury, except the north-
west part, now Pembroke,
Mass.
e-Mattakeesett - "worn out planting grounds"
a-Mattabesick - Middletown, Conn. seat or
Sachem sowheag
a-Mattakeese - north part or Yarmouth and
Dennis, Mass.
a-Mattapan - Dorchester, Mass.
j-Mattapoiset - place or resting
c-Mattapuyst - residence or Corbitant
j-Mauchaug - Oxrord
c-Mavoshen - coastal territory or Maine con-
taining nine or ten rivers rrom
Saco on the west to east or the
Penobscot
j-Megonko - hill in east part or Hopkinton
j-Me-min-i-mis-set - brook tribe to Ware
River in New Braintree
a-Menis - in Nova Scotia
c-Minis - between AnnapQlis and St. John's
River in Nova Scotia
j-Menotomy - west part or Cambridge
a-Menunkatuck - Guilrord, Conn.
a-Meshawn - in Provincetown and Truro, Mass.
a-Mettapoiset - extending along shore rrom
Dartmouth to Wesappicoasset
a-Metapoiset - Gardner's Neck
a-Mishawum - Charlestown, Mass.
g-Mishquashcut, also Musquashcut - place or
red cedars or red shrubs,
pond and brook in Cohasset
and cove at the Glades,
northeast point, Scituate
j-Mistic - Medrord. (Is this a truly Indian
name, corrupted to Mystic?)
a&d-Missaucatucket - Marshrield, Mass.
a-Moanexit - in northeast Woodstock, Mass.
a-Momimim1sset - several miles rrom Brook-
rield, Mass.
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a-Capoag - island in Casco Bay, probably
Great Chebeag
a-Casco - Fa1mouth, now Portland, Maine
a-Chabanakonkomen - in DUdley, Mass.
j-Chebacco - Essex, also pond and stream in
Hamilton
a-Chachucust - a neck or land in Rehoboth,
Mass.
a-Chanagangum - south or Brookrield, Mass.
a-Cheewackett - south part or Barnstable,
Mass. - also Wequakut
j-Chequaket - Centerville, in Hyannis
j-Chockset - Sterling
a-Coahasset - a small stream in Cohasset,
Mass. - also Conahasset
j-Coassit - 56 miles above Hadley, probably
near Bellows Falls, vt.
a-Coatult - southwest part or Barnstable,
Mass.
h-Coatult - Halfway Pond, Plymouth
a-Coaxet - in Dartmouth, Mass.
a-cocheco - Dover, N.H.
j-Cochichewick - Andover, also brook rrom
Great Pond to Merrimac River
a-Codtanmut - near Marshpee, Mass.
a-Cohannet - Taunton, Mass.
a-comalongdin - about eight miles rrom Casco,
Maine
a-Conanticut - island in Narragansett Bay
g-conihasset - Cohasset, a rishing promontory
a-Cookset - river in Dartmouth, probably same
as Coaxet
c-Copicut - elevation on north side or cutty-
hunk
a-cowesit - neck or land next to Metapoiset,
Mass. - also Towooset and Toweset
a-Cummaquid - Barnstable, Mass. - also
Mattachiest
i-Cupheage and Pequannock - stratrord, Conn.
a-Cushena - Dartmouth, Mass.
a-cushenoc - on Kennebec River, Maine
j-Kee - Westrield
a-Kickamuet - a neck in Bristol, R.I. Var.-
Kekimuet, residence or
Massasoit and Philip
a-Kitteaumut - in Sandwich, Mass. on Buzzard~
Bay
a-Gesquoquaset - Eastham, Mass.
a-Hassanamesett - Grarton, Mass. - also
Hassanamisses
j-Hassanamesit - Oxrord, place or small
stones
j-Has-sa-na-mis-co - Grarton
j-Hockamock - meadows· in West Bridgewater
j-Hoccanum - down river rrom Hadley
a-Hockanom - northeast part or Yarmouth and
Dennis, Mass.
a-Hockanum - near Hadley, Mass.
a-Machemoodus - Haddam, Conn.
a-Macquait - between Casco Bay and Brunswick,
Maine - also Mequait
j-Madakit - west end or Nantucket
j-Maguncaquog - in Natick, place or great
trees
a-Magunkaquog - in Hopkinton, Mass. - also
Magunkook
a-Manchage - in Oxrord, Mass.
a-Manahadoes - land on east side or mouth or
Hudson River
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i-Momoronook - creek 12 miles east or Cheste~
Conn. (in mouth Conn. River)
c-Monahigon - island near mouth or Penobscot
Bay
j-Monnumoy - creek on Nantucket
a-Monponset - part or Halirax, Mass.
i-Mooshausick and Wanasquatucket - rivers at
Providence, R.I.
a-Moshasuck - river at Providence, R.I.
i-Muscongus - bay east or the Kennebec River
j-Mustapang - pond in Rutland
a-Mustetaquid - Concord, Mass.
a-Naemsketkitt - Orleans, Mass.
j-Nagog - pond on east side or Littleton
j-Nahant - signiries an island
i-Nahunkeike - southwest or Gloucester, 8 or
10 miles, in or near Beverly
d-Namasakeeset - northwest part or Duxbury,
now Pembroke, Mass.
a-Namasket - Middleboro, Mass.
d-Namassachusetts - Indians and territory,
Duxbury and Pembroke
a-Namassakeset - Duxbury, then inclUding
Pembroke, Hanson, and parts
or Kingston, Mass.
e-Namassakeesett - territory about the Herr-
ing Brook and ponds or
Pembroke and Hanson, Mass.
"Place or much rish."
r-Namatakeese - Pembroke herring-brook rrom
Furnace Pond to North River
c-Namskeket - a creek between Eastham and
Harwich, about three or rour
miles west or the seat or the
Nauset tribe
a-Nantaske - Hull, Mass.
j-Naquag - Rutland
a-Nashoba - Littleton, Mass.
j-Nash-ou-oh-ka-muck - west end or Martha's
Vineyard
j-Nashawog, Nashawa - Lancaster
j-Nassinutt-hill in northwest Concord
j-Natick - place or hills
a-Nattawanute - Windsor, Conn.
j-Nattic - pond in HUbbardston
j-Natticot - in Billerica
a-Naugatuck - Derby, Conn.
a-Naumkeag,- Salem, Mass.
a-Nauset - Eastham, Mass.
a-Neaumpkee-on Kennebec River, Maine
~-Negumkike - ralls on Kennebec River - also
Neguambeck, Neagumkett,
Nekaumkick
j-Nehumkek - Sal em
a-Nesquabinausit - in Taunton, Mass. - also
Squabetta
a-Niantic - Lyme, Conn. - also Nehantick
j-Nich-e-waug - Petersham, also hill in south
part or town
j-Nipmug - Mendon
j-Nippenicket - pond in West Bridgewater
a-Nipsatchet - near Mendon, Ma~s.
d&e-rUshamagoguanett - in Duxbury, Mass.
(Millbrook section)
j-Nisitissit - river at Pepperell
a-Nistoquahanock - Three Mile River, branch
or the Titticut, or
Taunton River - also
Nenestecomeck
a-Nitinuwick - neck or land between ponds,
lying east or Quicksand and
west or MonoqueChat Ponds,
Little compton, R.I.
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a-Nobscusset - Dennis, Mass.
a-Nobsquasset - northeast part or Yarmouth,
Mass.
j-Nochacuck - East River at Westport
a-Nomquid - in Tiverton, R.I.
j-Nonantum - Newton
j-Nonotuck - Northampton
j-Nope - Martha's Vineyard, "it is believed
that Nope was more properly the
name or Gay Head."
c-Norombega - Penobscot, river and bay
a-Nunkatest - river in West Bridgewater,
Mass. - also Nunkatatest
a-Nuckatateest - Bridgewater, Mass.
a-Numaquahquat - neck or land near Tiverton,
R.I.
h-Nummastaguyt (Namasket) - Middleboro, Mass.
a-Okommakemesit - in Marlboro, Mass.
a-Pachet - a brook at Little Compton, R.I.
j-Packachoag, Bogachoag - hill in south
Worcester and Ward, Mass.
a-Packachoog - on a high hill in Worcester
and Ward, Mass.
j-Pakemit, Punkapog - Stoughton
a-Paomet - Truro and Provincetown, Mass.
c-Paomet - creek between Truro and Province-
town, Mass.
a&c-Pascamansett - river in Dartmouth, Mass.
j-Paskhomuck - at root or Mt. Tom, Eastham
h-Passonagesit, (Wessagusset) - Weymouth
a-Patuckquet - river at Providence, R.I.
Land between Patuckquet and
Moshasuck rivers was granted
to Roger Williams by Caununi-
cus - now Providence and North
Providence, R.I.
i-paucatuck - river, west bound or Rhode
Island
a-Paugasset - North or Milrord, Conn. - now
Derby, Conn. - also Paugesset
h-Paukopunnakuk - Breakheart Hill, south or
Plymouth
a-Pawpoesit - Poponesset, near Marshpee,
Mass.
j-Pawtucket - adjoining Wamesit, Chelmsrord
a-Pawtuxet - Plymouth, Mass. - also Patuxet,
probably that part in immediate
vicinity or Plymouth Rock. Part
or Plymouth was called Apaum
j-Pecowsie - brook in Longmeadow
a-Pejepseot - BrunSWick, Maine - also
Pochipscutt and Bejepscut
j-Pentucket - Haverhill
i-Pequannoek & Cupheage - stratrord, Conn.
a-Perpooduck - opposite Portland, Maine -
also Purpooduck and Perpodack
j-Petapaway - Grarton




j-P1mesepoese - at Manomet Creek, Sandwieh,
place or provisions
a-Piscataqua - river at Portsmouth, N.H.
a-Piscataquack - Portsmouth, N.H.
a-Pispogut - in Falmouth, Mass.
a-Pocasset - in sandWich, Mass.
a-Pocasset - in Tiverton, R.I. - also
Pancateest and pokesset
j-Pochasuck - near Westrield
j-Pochet - island in Pleasant Bay~ Orleans
a-Poc~et - an island at Eastham, Mass.
to Konkapot, New
a-Secconet, Montaup and Pocasset rormed
what now is called Bristol
County and part or Newport
County in R.I.
c-Seconnet - rive leagues southwest or
Apooneganset
j-Seekonk - the wild goose
a-Seipican - Rochester, Mass. - also river.
also Sippican, Sepecan
a-Senectaca - east or Penobscot River, Maine
a-Seteaut - Scituate, Mass. - also Satuit,
"Cold Brook"
j-Shabbukin - hill in Stowe
a-Shaomet - WarWick, R.I. - also Showamet
and Shaw-o-met
c-Shawaktock - river at Saco, Maine
a-Shawme - Sandwich, Mass.
a-Shawmut - Eoston, Mass.
j-Shawmut - Boston, a spring or water
j-Shawshine - Billerica
a-Signecto - (somewhere in Nova Scotia)
j-Skeekeet - Wellrleet
a-Sokones - in Falmouth, Mass.
a-Soppachuog - west or Mendon, Mass.
d-Souhegan - in the east part or Duxbury,
Mass.
a-Sowams - Bristol county, R.I. - also
Pokanoket
a-Squakeag - Northrield, Mass.
j-squannacook - river rising in Townsend,
tribe to Nashua River
j-Squannakonk - swamp in east Rehoboth, site
or Annawan's Rock - also
a-Squannacunk
a-succonet - Falmouth, Mass. - also Sokones,
Suckanusset, Succonisses,
Succonisset
j-Swamscot - river tribe to Piscataqua,
Exeter, N.H.
j-Taconic - hill in Sherrield
a-Tatamomusk - near Warwick, R.I.
j-Tist - Dedham
a-Titticut - Taunton River, also town on
river - also Tetiquet, Teeticut,
Teightaquid
a-Toconock - ralls on Kennebec River in Maine
also Teconick
a-Towooset - same as Cowesit
j-Towtaid - Leicester
e-Tunk - (Land beyond) hill country in
Hanson, Mass.
a-Tunxis - Farmington, Conn. west or river
a-Tuttomnest - territory rrom north limit of
Nauset to sapokonisk" the
English "Bound Brook I
j-Umpachene - stream tribe
Marlboro
j-Uncataquisset - Milton
i-Uncoa - Fairrield, Conn.
a-Wabsquasset - north or Norwich, Conn.
j-Wacantuck - Uxbridge
a-Wakoquet in Marshpee, Mass.
j-Wamesit - in Lowell, east or Concord and
on Merrimac, also falls on
concord 100 rods rrom Merrimac.
Site or Belvidere Village, Lowell
r-Wanamampuke - Whiting's Pond, in Wrentham,
Mass.
i-Wanasquatucket and Mooshausick Rivers -
at Providence, R.I.
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a-Pocomptuck - Deerrield. Mass. - also
Pecomptuck
a-Podunk - in East Hartrord. Conn.
j-Podunk - pond in Brookrield
a-Pomeraug - woodbury. Conn.
j-Pomsiticut - hill in Stowe
a-Poocutahunkanoh - Cuttyhunk, the island
c-poo-cut-oh-hunk-un-noh - signiries a thing
that lies out or
the water
a-Poppesquash - a neck in Bristol, R.I.
a-Potanumaquat - or Nauset, in Eastham, Mass.
also Potanumaquet and
Potanumaquut
j-Potanumaquut - west side or chatham Harbor
j-Powow - stream tribe to Merrimac at
Amesbury
a-Punkapog - stoughton, Mass. - also pakemit
a-Punkateese - Tiverton, R.I. - also
Pancateest
d-Punckatcosett - same as Punkateese - res.
or Capt. Benjamin Church
in 1681
a-Punonkanit - Wellrleet, Mass. - also
Punnonkanit





j-Quagana - hill in Littleton
j-Quansigomog - Hopkinton
a-Quaquerchang - east side or Taunton River,
called the "Falls." - also
Queque chand
c-Quibequesson - river east Qr the Penobscot,
in Maine
j-Quinebaug - stream in Charlton and Dudley
and Br1mrield, rising in
Sturbridge




- Worcester, also lake on
east side or to\v.n
a-Quoboag - Brookrield, Mass.
a-Quonektacut - the Connecticut River, called
Fresh River by the Dutch
a-Quontisset - in southeast Woodstock, Mass.
a-Saconet - Little Compton, R.I. - also
Secconet - called Sogko~ate by
Col. Benjamin Church
a&c-Sagadehoc - Kennebec River in Maine




j-Sagatabscot - hill in Worcester
a-Sapokonisk - brook in Eastham, Mass., at
place called by the natives,
Tuttomnest .
a-Satuit - in Marshpee, Mass.
j-Satuit-Seteaat - Scituate, Cold Brook
j-Saughtucket - Bridgewater; a-Saughtucket,
West Bridgewater
h-Saughtucket - all or Duxbury, 7 miles
square
a-Saugus - Lynn, Mass., also j-Saugust
a-saukatucket - west part or Harwich, Mass.
a-Sconticutt - Fairhaven, Mass.
h-Scook - small rocky pond near Manomet Point,
Plymouth
c-Scusset - Creek l Massachusetts Bay end orCape (jod Canal
b-Records or the Town or Plymouth (1636-1705~
Published by order or the Town, 1889.
Martin Pring, at Edgartown, 1603.
~They (the natives) were adorned with plates
of copper."
Also same volume. The Elizabeth
Islands were called Poo-cut-oh-hunk-un-noh,
Nashawena, Pasque, Naushon, Nen1misset, and
Peniquese.
"All these Indians had ornaments of
copper. When the adventurers asked them,
by signs, whence they obtained this metal,
one of them made answer by digging a hole in
the gro\Uld, and pointing to the main; rrom
which it was \Ulderstood that the adjacent
cO\Ultry contained mines of copper. In the
course of almost two centuries (1198) no
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j-Wannamoiset - Swansey, Mass. and Barrington, J\Ule 5, 1602 on Cuttyhunk:
R.I.
j-Warranoco - Westrield
b-Washanest - south or Manomet Point,
Plymouth, Mass.
j-washqua - outlet or Edgartown Bay
a-Watchusett - hills in Princeton, Mass.
j-Wauconquay - Carver
j-Waushacum - Sterling
a-Waywayontak - in Wareham, Mass., adjoining
the Cape
a-Weckapage - southwest bO\Uld or Narraganset
territory
a-Weepoiset - river on west side or Ta\Ulton
River, Mass. - also Weypoiset
a-Weeshakim - Nashua, N.H.
a-Weesquobs - near Marshpee, Mass.
a-Wenatukset - Plympton, Mass. - also
Wingtuckquett, Winnytukquett
a-Wequakut - same as Cheewacket
a-Wesappicoasset - near Dartmouth, Mass.
a-Weshacom - ponds near Lancaster, Mass.
a-wessagusset - Weymouth, Mass. - also
We ssaguscus
a-Wesser\Ulsett - on Kennebec River, Maine
also Wesser\Ulsick,
Usser\Ulscutt
j-Wicaboag - pond in Brookrield
b-Winnatucksett - river in Plympton, Mass.,
running through Halirax
into Ta\Ulton River in
Bridgewater - also meadows,
brook, and river at north-
west corner or Monponsett
Pond
a-Winnisimet - Chelsea, Mass.
j-Wnahktukook - on the Housatonic River in
Stockbridge
a-Wong\Ulg - "town and tribe in Chatham, Conn.
h-Wonquinqua - stream between Plymouth and
carver, rlows through Wareham
b-Wonquonquay - brook in cedar swamp near
Sandwich line in Plymouth
a-Wopowage - Milrord, Conn.






Mass. Vol. 1 and 2.
j-Yokun - Lenox
In "Records or Plymouth" 1636-1705,
there is mention, in at least two instances
or Naponsett Pond and Naponsett Ponds.
July 1670, page 115, liThe Town Gra\Ulted
\Ulto Edward May twenty acrees or Land lying
at Naponsett ponds."
May 1672, page 125, "The Town gra\Ulted
twenty-rive acres or Land~\Ulto Alexander
Kennedy, Lying on the Northerly side or
Edward Mayes Land at Moonponsett-" In the
description which rollows, the Kennedy and
Mayes lots adjoin at the north bO\Uld.
There are no subsequent grants in the
territory in ~ch the name Naponset is used,
and it would seem that this indicates either
a change in, or corruption or, the Indian
name ror the place, or the correction or an
error or mis\Ulderstanding.
c-In his "American Biography," Jeremy
Belknap states concerning the group or


















CACHE CORNER AT SATUCKET
Raymond J. Seamans
The Satucket River twists reluctantly
across East Bridgewater from Robinls Pond to
its absorption in the Taunton River. Three
miles along its tortuous course, it makes a
half-circle through rich farmland. Here-
abouts, on either side of the stream, the
plow regularly exposes multiple evidence of
a one-time considerable stone age village.
In the spring of 1945, I first explored
my scene of concentrated destiny in the
vicinity. Near the edge of a bluff which
rises an abrupt fifteen feet above the boggy
margin, I discovered an old thing with a new
look. It was a 2t inch leaf-shaped blade of
red felsite, free enough of patination to
have been only yesterday percussioned into
form. Scarcely had contemplative fingers
begun to search the reverse side of the arti-
fact for unsightly knots, when, just across
a furrow, dawned a find in all respects
strikingly similar. Now rooted to the spot,
lest a move change my luck, I spied an in-
credible triplet. These proyed to be all for
the present. With fine self-control, I put
down the urge to dig up barehandedly that
section of an embryonic corn field. Promis-
ing myself a harvest after the harvest, I
departed with what faith lOUdly shouted was
less than half a loaf.
A few weeks later, stealthy scrutiny
between the rows revealed an additional four
of like manufacture. Two, however, featured
a patinated dark porphyritic felsite. All
seven finds had cropped up within a radius
of four or five feet.
Summer waned, and the farmer cut corn,
plowed, and enriched in rapid succession.
stepping gingerly upon the neatly dressed
payoff area, I barely caught a glint of
bright red felsite. Released from the earth,
it grew over 3t inches, scraping stone when
disinterred. This was itl I plunged my
hands into the heavenly mixture of dirt and
manure and brought up seven more tangent
trophies. Five were of the same red stock,
two were of coal black porphyrit~c felsite,
embedded with white crystals. Within an
hOur, I was in the arena with digging im-
plements, permission to excavate, and a wide-
eyed helpmate. We fanned out to a depth of
two feet, but there were no strays. The
tractor had reached into the yellow strata
below the ten inch top soil and resurrected
the cache intact.
Further investigation disclosed in situ
three caches of five blades each. These
storage places were 14-16 inches beneath the
level, the blades in contact, superimposed.
The hoards were enclosed in yellow clay in
which no pit outline could be discerned.
The materials represented in each group were
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miscel]aneous, but the artifact type was con-
stant. Cache B was five feet south of the
eight (Cache A) made manifest enmasse by the
plow. Cache C lay roughly three feet west
of B, and D occurred two feet west of C, a-
lined with B and C. The location of the
seven original surface finds indicates they,
too, had been placed together. Their center
of distribution (E) was about ten feet west
of A and seven feet northwest of D. Another
two were dug here at shallow depths. A
grassy area two feet wide, along the edge
of the declIvity was neglected lest the em-
bankment be broken down, but a recent plow-
ing has cut into this and rescued, between D
and E, another trio. The cached blades re-
covered from this favored corner now number
thirty-five.
In the course of the digging, a few
scattered chips were noted, none of which
were correspondent to the cache materials.
Thus, the blades were evidently produced
elsewhere. Two structures of large burned
stones, without significant inclusions, came
to light; and the only irrelevant artifact
was a small, shattered tool of quartz having
a well worked convex edge. Surface arti-
facts, within a radius of one hundred feet
have been rather uncommon. The writer has
recorded two sandstone "hoes," one drill, a
snub nosed quartz scraper; and no less than
six of that class of small, corner-notched
tools which are fondly referred to by many
as "rotary projectile points," but are des-
cribed by Professor Willoughby as "bevelled
knives."
considering the blades as a whole: The
dimensions (in inches) of the largest are
·3 7/16 x 2 3/8; of the smallest, 2 x 7/8;
the average length is 2.46; width 1.4; thick-
ness 5/16. The materials are as follows:
Unpatinated red felsite (16) unpatinated
black porphyritic felsite (6~, patinated por-
phyritic felsite (5), patinated red felsites
of various textures (5), pink jasper (2),
grey argillite (1). The outer freshness
remarkable in twenty-two cases might be at-
tributed to the clayey character of the
treasury, were it not for the random inter-
mingling, in the undisturbed clusters, of
patinated specimens of identical felsites.
In a majority of instances, the edge of
greater curvature is sharper and of better
workmanship, yet practically devoid of a pres-
sure retouch. The blade least in size is
also unique in being entirely pressure-flaked.
From every aspect, the blades are unused; and
most, if not all, are quite certainly un-
finished. Nevertheless, as shown in the ~
specimens illustrated, there is a tendency
toward basal specialization, and basal thin-
ning is genera11y well pursued. It is the
unfounded theory of their current custodian
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that these artifacts were intended to be archaeological interest. Through its medium
finished singly, as needed, for cutting tools, is established a slender tie, centuries long,
and adapted to fit that particular haft in with some earthly pilgrim for whom oblivion
which a blade had been rendered useless. must otherwise be complete.
The circumstances of its discovery com-
bine with its intrinsic excellence to invest
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Fig. 22. Points from the Satucket cache
Scale approximately three-fourths.
W. ELMER EKBLAW
An active life, devoted to the under-
standing of man's surroundings, came to an
end with the death of W. Elmer Ekb1aw, on
June 5, after a long illness. Dr. Ekb1aw,
one of the founders of our Nipmuck Chapter,
and President of the Massachusetts Archaeo-
logical Society from October, 1946, to
October, 1948, had been connected with Clark
University, Worcester, Massachusetts, since
1924. He had held the posts of Honorary
Fellow in Geology, 1924-26; Associate Pro-
fessor of GeographYA 1926-28; Professor of
Geography, rrom 192(; until his death. At
the time of his death he was Professor of
Anthropogeography and Biogeography. He had
been Research Associate of the American
Museum of Natural History in the period
1917-23.
Born in Rantoul, Illinois, Dr. Ekb1aw
·attended Austin Preparatory College, in
Effingham, Illinois, and the Y. M. C. A.
Night School in Chicago. ~e then went to the
University of Illinois, specializing in
Geology, and receiving the A.B. degree in
1910. He served as an Instructor there from
1910-13. In 1912, he received the M.A.
degree from the Graduate School. He was
Fellow, 1917-19. He was as energetic at the
University as he was in later years, for he
was Editor of "The Daily I11ini," the student
newspaper, and in 1910, with C. F. Williams,
was responsible for introducing the annual
Home-Coming, or Alumni Day, which brought
graduates back to the campus in the Fall,
when the University was in operation, rather
than at June Commencements, when under-c1ass-
men had left. This was so successful that
the practice has spread to many other schools
and colleges.
From 1913 to 1917, he was with Donald
Macmillan on the Crocker Land Arctic Ex-
pedition, serving as geologist and botanist.
The Expedition explored large portions of
the Arctic, inclUding northern Greenland,
Grant Land, and E11smere Land. In the .two
latter areas Dr. Ekb1aw made special surveys.
With captain George B. Comer he excavated
Eskimo middens at U1nenak, a site that had
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been occupied continuously for many centuries,
and from which a large collection of objects
was obtained. His rich store of knowledge of
the Arctic was evident in two papers which
he published in our Bulletin: "Distribution
of Settl'ement Among the Polar Eskimo," Vol.
VIII: 3, 39, and "Significance of Movement
Among the Polar Eskimo," Vol. X: 1, 1.
Probably few members of the Society
ever realized Dr. Ekb1aw's intense interest
in birds. This hobby braught him such re-
cognition that he came to be an authority on
the bird life of Worcester county. For many
years he contributed a column on bird lore
to the Worcester Sunday Telegram under the
pseudonym "Wake Robin." He also contributed
articles about weather conditions. He served
the Worcester Natural History Society as
Secretary for 15 years.
The King of Sweden presented him with
the Order of The North Star two years ago,
in recognition of his work in promoting good
relations between the United States and
Sweden.
Dr. Ekb1aw belonged to many scientific
groups, inclUding several state Archaeologi-
cal societies, the American Anthropological
Association, the Society for American Archaeo-
logy, the Association of American Geographers,
the American Association of Professional
Geographers (of which he had been President),
and others in the fields of Ornithology,
Ecology, Mamma10gy, and Meteorology. For
many years he served as Associate Editor or
Editor of the Journal of Economic Geographyo
We shall never forget that Dr. Ekb1aw
took office as President of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society at a time when we had
not recovered from the effects of the war.
ily his vitality and force he breathed new
life into it, and re-established many
committees which had lain dormant during the
war. During his terms we laid the firm
foundation on which we now build.
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